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COMMENCEMENT
ADDRESS

LAWRENCE COLLEGE
JUNE 11, 1961

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS*

MEN AND WoMEN OF LAWRENCE,

This is a bright afternoon for you - no matter
what the weather, but perhaps a little more ambiguous for me and others like me. We have known
you well - sometimes too well, you think - but
you have helped to justify our lives during the last
four years. Our enterprise has been you, and we
do not give up part of ournelves without a little
resistance.
The ambiguity in my own feelings goes beyond
this, however; what can I really say to you, beyond
telling you of my affection, my regret, my hopes
for you and, at times, my doubts about all of us?
When the world is on fire, what can I do or say
that will justify our privileged life together, and
all the proud traditions of this place? Justify them
I must; our new world demands the old-fashioned
word. We must justify what we have and what
we are, in the face of events which seem to threaten
the heart of both. And we must do so in a way
which is more than the gesture of possession, and
more than the posture of self-defense.

"

As you can already tell, I am committing myself to the immortal errors of the standard Commencement speaker; I am telling you that you
must prove your right to your privileges, and that
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Commencement Address given by Douglas Maitland Knight, President of Lawrence College,
Appleton, Wisconsin.

you face a difficult, demanding, challenging world
in which to produce your demonstrations. But I
am going to expect a good deal more than the
obvious, both of you and myself; we have spent
four years here in dealing with the hard truths
that lie behind easy propositions, and I feel some
compulsion to put them together, as the price
that I pay for my privileges.
I am afraid as a result that I must say several
things to you, before I can confer any degrees.
First of all, this: in our talk about these difficult
times, we must remember that the painful, often
terrifying world we face is not a predetermined
one. I seem to detect, in many of our public and
private conversations, an underlying current of
fear that we cannot change our position in domestic or world affairs. What we really mean, I think,
is that often we do not want to endure the difficulties involved in a true change of policy, or a
change of heart. If that is what we mean, we had
better say so; we had better say that we set our
comfort higher than our best hopes. The one
thing that will make our failure in world affairs
certain is the assumption that it will be so. If in
our own minds we convert the unpleasant to the
impossible, then we deny ourselves without even
r,ealizing that we have done so. Some things we
cannot change, of course, but those that we can
we must. You have had a good many chances to
learn here that when I say this I am telling you
the truth about your own freedom; your first duty
as educated people is to act upon what you know.
Second: as you act out these hard freedoms
of your time, you must remember the voices of
wisdom and courage that speak to you of your
own condition. Here, too, we often deceive our-

selves, fancying that since we face problems never
faced before there is no one who can say a wise
word to us. Perhaps the memory of Socrates will
help, on trial for his life and yet demanding a
reward from his accusers; perhaps St. Paul is
relevant, a doubter and a persecuted man, yet able
to say finally,
For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life,
nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor
things present, nor things to come,
Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,
shall be able to separate us from the love of God,
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Perhaps the voice of the Divina Commedia will
help, as it rises after the insistent horrors of The
Inferno:
My Guide and I crossed over and began
to mount that little known and lightless road
to ascend into the shining world again.
He first, I second, without thought of rest
we climbed the dark until we reached the point
where a round opening brought in sight the blest
and beauteous shining of the heavenly cars;
And we walked out once more beneath the stars.

Or is it the most convincing of them all, because
the most agonized, the voices of Gloucester or
Lear as they meditate the hideous self - deceptions of their power, their complacency, their
pride?
These are only four voices among a host, but
they are four who speak for many. The most
striking thing about them, indeed, is the consistency
with which they pose a common problem and at
the same time suggest a resolution of it. Men of
great stature form a community, not because they
agree in all their beliefs and convictions but be-

cause they are consistently willing to do two things
which the rest of us come to falteringly, if at all.
First, they are willing to look directly and searchingly at the worst aspects of human experience human transience, triviality, treachery, blind stubbornness or brutality. These men are distinguished,
first of all, because they conceal nothing from
themselves or from us. They are equally distinguished, however, for their power to use their
horrifying insight in the service of creative and
loving action - whether the action implied by a
major work of art, or that directly expressed in
the personal commitment of a Socrates or a Paul,
the political commitment of a Lincoln or a Gandhi.

have been the very heart of your work here during
the past four years - the best thought and conviction from the past, the best ways and kinds of
analysis in the present, and the most courageous
and effective patterns of using your own lives in
the future; these have been our real preoccupation.
No matter how much we have deviated toward
folly, toward the dead idea or the thoughtless belief, no matter how we resisted them at times, our
purposes have been clear. We are as devoted as
Socrates or Dante to the twin, inseparable mastery
of evil at its worst and excellence at its farthest
reach.

If I am correct at all as I describe our common share in this 'highest expectation,' then I have
really been talking to you about the obligation that
goes along with the right and privilege of your
degrees. Today and in the long future I want you
to remember three things. First, you have an obligation to look for the coherence beyond the myriad
conflicting ideas of your world. This is your intellectual burden; you are never to abdicate from the
conviction that all valid ideas have a final relation
to one another. You will often be ignorant of other
men's ideas, you will often be tempted to brush
them aside; but you must always ask, not whether
they are pleasant or easy, but whether they are
true or false. You will betray us and yourselves if
you try to avoid that choice.

What they are able to maintain - and it is
the chief sign of their greatness - is an almost
overwhelming tension between the chaotic darkness and the bright dream, between the worst of
our fears and the clearest of our hopes. Beyond
the fact of tension itself, however, lies their most
remarkable quality - the power to make security,
serenity and order out of the tension itself. It is
the act of genius, if you will, to live with opposites
wisely enough and thoughtfully enough so that
they become reconciled to a new order.
This, I suspect, is creation at its best and highest in any field, at any time. But it is not the sole,
singular province of those whom we call geniuses;
as educated people, you and I cannot excuse ourselves by saying that though the great minds of the
world have an obligation to reconcile warring insights and convictions, we need not expect the same
of ourselves. We must expect the same; if we do not
have all the innate privileges of the truly gifted
mind, we have all of the acquired privileges that
compensate for them. These 'acquired privileges'
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Second, you have a personal and human obligation - a sense of yourselves which in our own
time is the urgent concern both of the existentialist
philosophers and of the most effective Christian
theologians. Words of diffuse and generalized
meaning like alienation, authenticity, integrity,
have taken on a new sharpness as they evoke. for

us the inner mandates of our humanity. As educated people we are called to honor and nourish
the order within ourselves. This does not mean
egotism or self-centeredness; it does mean selfconcern, the passionate and profound recognition
that all our pretended wisdom about the universe
is trivial unless we have started where we are. The
hardest, most baffling, most essential lessons are
those which teach us at long last to be one with
ourselves. Here there are no maps, no easy definitions; but only a deep willingness to live with the
fact that our great burdens ar,e internal, and that
we come to know the true nature of things and the true nature of other human souls - only
by a wisely informed reverence for ourselves. This
could be dangerous doctrine, if it were used to
justify the excesses of the ego; but it is crucial
doctrine if we mean by it to re-establish the existence of people in our world rather than mere
numbers, masses or averages. This is the task of
reconciliation and order in its human dimension;
it is the pursuit of integrity.
If these are the intellectual and human duties
which you assume as educated people, you assume
along with them a final task which I can only
describe to you as recognition. It may seem odd
to you that I should by this word emphasize the
obvious fabric of our daily world. We start to
identify things as soon as we are born, and most
of us keep at it for most of our lives. This is not
enough, however, though I have taken years myself to discover that fact. Recognition is the obverse
of integrity; it means, above all, an awareness that
the universe of people and events outside us demands our attention and respect just as clearly as
the universe of perceptions and convictions inside
us.

You notice that I am not talking here about
power and use; the most striking thing about true
recognition is its concern for the qualities of people
and things in themselves. Perhaps this is why it
takes us so long to learn the skill; it is a good deal
harder to think about a complete person than
about the one aspect we may be using for our
purposes. It is a good deal harder to think about
an apple tree or a differential equation than to
think about the use we want to put them to. I
suspect, however, that until we learn we shall have
neither order within ourselves nor serenity in our
world. We shall not know that we are truly educated, truly grown-up until the day comes for us
that finally came for E. B. White's neurotic figure,
Trexler - pushed by his psychiatrist to say what
he wanted from the world, baffled and thwarted
by his efforts to find an answer until one spring
afternoon:
It was an evening of clearing weather, the Park
showing green and desirable in the distance,
the last daylight applying a high lacquer to the
brick and brownstone walls and giving the street
scene a luminous and intoxicating splendor.
Trexler meditated, as he walked, on what he
wanted. 'What do you want?' he heard again.
Trexler knew what he wanted, and what, in
general, all men wanted; and he was glad, in
a way, that it was both inexpressible and unattainable.
Suddenly his sickness seemed health, his dizziness stability. A small tree, rising between him
and the light, stood there saturated with the
evening, each gilt-edged leaf perfectly drunk
with excellence and delicacy. Trexler's spine
registered an ever so slight tremor as it picked
up this natural disturbance in the lovely scene.
'I want the second tree from the corner, just as
it stands,' he said, answering an imaginary
question from an imaginary physician. And he
felt a slow pride in realizing that what he wanted none could bestow, and that what he had none
could take away. He felt content to be sick, un-

embarrassed at being afraid; and in the jungle
of his fear he glimpsed (as he had so often
glimpsed them before) the flashy tail feathers
of the bird courage.

The great people ( or the neurotic people
with a moment of great insight) differ from us
only in the extent to which they have learned how
to apprehend and understand their world - no
matter how terrible, and how to be whole within
it - no matter how hard the discipline involved.
As you leave, I want you to take with you a sense
of kinship with them that you never lose. The
remarkable thing about greatness, you must remember, is not its separation from ourselves, but
its embodiment in heightened form of everything
that we might be. Perhaps, you know, our talents
are secondary to something else; perhaps it is in
our dream for ourselves that we fall short, and in
our cowardice that we fail.
Defenceless under the night
Our world in stupor lies;
Yet, dotted everywhere,
Ironic points of light
Flash out wherever the Just
Exchange their messages :
May I, composed like them
Of Eros and of dust,
Beleaguered by the same
Negation and despair
Show an affirming flame.

May you show that flame, each in his own
way. If you do, no matter how hard it is, your
world will be good; and we shall be proud to call
you graduates of Lawrence.

